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This invention relates to molds, and, While the oriented through, 90°, so‘ that its axis is in the
mold may be employed for making articles of horizontal position which it occupies when formed

different kinds, it is particularly adapted forfa=

in the mold.‘

-

.

‘

cilitating the casting of ?ower holdersof a retic
Figure 6 isa plan of the ?ower holder, illus
5 ulated typeand having a general conical form. ‘trated in Figure 5, as though looking down upon
Such flower holders are'usually formedwith con the same when in use.‘

verging bars connected together by' integral an~
nular rings. The large end of the cone operates
as a base, and the holder usually includes a grid
l ) formed at the base and an upper grid.

These
grids are formed with ‘bars and the spaces be

5

" Figure '7 is a vertical cross-section, taken on
the li'neT-‘l of Figure 4-.

'

e

"

Figurer8 is a fragmentary cross-section, taken
on the line 8-—8 of Figure 4.

,

.

Figures '7 and 8 are, intended particularly to
tween the bars cooperate to hold the ?owers in illustrate the form of .the molding grooves which
'
an upright position. 'Heretofore, it has not been I employ in the mold.
possible to mold an article of this kind ‘in'a two
In practisingrthe ‘invention, I provide a ?ask l
.3 piece mold because the core or inner portion of with which a core 2 cooperates.‘ These parts may 15
the mold can not be withdrawn from the ‘flask or be mounted in any desired position, so that‘the
outer member of the mold.
,
. .
..
core: can be introduced at will into the ?ask to
in a ?ower holder of this type, the converging form the molding cavity. In the ‘present in-.
bars are usually connected by an'integral ring, stance, they-'are'mounted so that the axis ‘of the I
20 which is located at an intermediate point on the mold is horizontal and the“ core'is guided and‘
movable in a horizontaldirection into and out of
One of the objects of this invention is to enable the, ?ask.. 'This construction is of minor impor
a mold cavity to be formed in a two-piece mold, tance and will-be described more in detail here
bars.

,-

>

I

-

.

.

which will enable an article having such converg
The mold is capable of forming a ?ower holder
25 ing bars and an intermediate integral ring to.
or article ‘of this same type having the ‘general
be cast.
A further object of the invention is to'produce form illustrated in Figures 5 and 6. Such 1a
a tWo~piece mold of this type, having a construc ?ower holder is‘cast with base ring 3, and its body
tion at the inner end of the core and the inner is formed of a plurality of converging ‘bars, 4,
30‘ face of the ?ask for facilitating the forming of which are integrally united at an intermediate
the upper grid of the molded article and for point on their length by a ring 5. The upper end
integrally connecting the same to the converg of the flower'holder is formed with an upper ring
6, which unites integrally with the grid '7, which
ing side bars of the article.
,
Further objects of the invention will appear forms the upper. end‘v of the ?ower holder when
in use. This grid 7 'comprises‘an elevated‘ body
hereinafter.
I
‘
inafter.

'

‘

'

.

r

‘

‘

\

‘ The invention consists in the. novel parts and portion ‘7a formedof bars, and this body portion
combinations of parts to be describedherein '7a may be of rectangular form and united to the
after, all of which contribute to produce an ef?-. upper‘ ring 6 of theflower holderbyinclined
cient mold for ?ower holders.
40‘

50.

bars8.

1,

i,

"

In constructing a mold to cast an article, such
Figure 1 is ‘a plan of a molding apparatus em; as illustratedin Figures 5>and 6, I form the core
bodying my invention and illustrating the mold 2 of substantially cylindrical form, but stepped.
in its closed condition.

45‘

'

In the drawing:

‘

.

'

In other. words, the forward portion of the‘core

Figure 2 is a side elevation of the apparatus, has a substantiallycylindrical face 9, which pref
erably has a veryaslight taper and‘the rear por 45
illustrated in Figure 1.
l
'
.
~
.
Figure 3 is a vertical section‘, taken, on the tion of the core is formed-with a substantially
line 3—3 of Figure 1, but_ upon an enlarged cylindrical: face 10'of a relatively ‘larger diam

scale, certain parts being broken away.
eter, so (that an annular shoulder 11; is formed
Figure 4 is a View similar to Figure 3,‘ but show-. extending around the ‘core. This shoulder 11
ing the mold in its open condition.
‘ _
> '
faces toward the?askel and: has a recess 12 cut 50
, Figure 5 is a side elevation of a flower holder, ‘in it, so that this recess 12 extends circumferen
partially broken away and shown in section. tially all-around-the core. , This recess is prefer
This ?ower holder can be made in the mold illus
ably‘of half-round form in cross-section.
trated.

This view does not show the flower hold

' At the inner end of the, cylindrical face 9, a

55 er, in its normal upright position, but, shows it similar shoulder 13 is formed with a similar ref
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cess 14, and beyond this point the core is formed formed in the core, and this mold cavity is di
with a tapered nose 15 having a substantially vided at the faces 9 and 19 which are substan
conical side face 16, which is formed at a very tially cylindrical, so that although the ?ower
considerable taper.
_
holder has a general conical form, the core'ca-n
The substantially cylindrical face 10 is also be drawn without difficulty after the casting is 01
preferably slightly tapered, like the face 9.
made. Likewise, the grooves 21 and 32 coop- 7
In order to form mold cavities for the bars 4 of erate to form mold cavities 35 for the connecting
the ?ower holder, I form aligned grooves 17 and bars 8, formed partly in the core and partly in
18 in the ‘faces 9 and 10. The groove 17 has its the ?ask and which are divided on the conical
ll) greatest depth at the shoulder 13 and tapers to
face 16. ‘By reason of the fact that the grooves
ward the shoulder 11, at which point the groove are of substantially U-shaped cross-section, there
disappears. The groove 18 is similarly tapered, is no interference in withdrawing the core from
having its greatest depth at the shoulder "11. ‘
the bars 8 of the molded ?ower holder. In this
In order to enable the core 2, to cooperate to connection, it should be understood, however, that
form the grid '7 and the inclined connecting bars although the grooves taper in depth they do not
8, I provide the core with a substantially flat inner taper in’ width. 'The result is that the flower
end face 19, which is formed with parallel grooves holder presents lines 36, as illustrated in Figure 5,
20 to form the bars of the'elevated grid body 7a which can be distinguished on the sides of the
of the ?ower holder, and adjacent the shoulder bars.
20 18 special grooves 21 are formed which have
In order to form the base ring 3 of the ?ower
their greatest depth at the end face and have their holder, the ?ask l is provided with a counter
origin at the shoulder 13. The grooves 21 and the bore 37, which cooperates with the portion of the
grooves 17 and 18 are preferably of U-shape in core immediately back of the substantially cy
cross-section, although theymay be V-shaped, if lindrical face 10 to form a mold cavity for this
P3 Li desired. The bottoms of the grooves 17 and 18 ring, and at this point the outer face of the
core is provided with grooves 3'7’ (see Fig. 3) that
are cut longitudinally into it to form stub ends
which corresponds in outline to the'core, that is 38 in alignment with the ends of the converging
to say, it'has an outer substantially cylindrical bars 4. These parts 38 form small 'abutments,
face 23 and an inner substantially cylindrical face which are'useful in securing a base in a ?ower ‘
24, the latter being slightly smaller in diameter holder. This base is inserted by a separate opera
than the former so that. annular ‘shoulder 25 is tion, and, as stated above, is reticulated so as to
formed extending around the interior of the mold cooperate with the grid 7 to support the ?owers
are in alignment with each other.

‘

'

The ?ash 1 is formed with a mold chamber 22

chamber. This. shoulder is formed with a con
tinuous recess 26 that extends circumferentially
around the interior .of the mold, and this recess
is preferably half-round in form so as to coop
erate with the recess 12 to produce a mold cavity
for the intermediate ring‘5. At the inner end of

in an upright position. .

.

In order to facilitatethe formation of the"
grooves in the ?ask l, I prefer toc'onstruct the

?ask of three pieces, la, 1b and 1°. These pieces
are separated from each other on planes substan

tially coinciding with the position of the grooves

' the substantially cylindrical face 24 an annular

26 and 2'7. This enables all of these. grooves to
shoulder is formed, ‘providedwith a circumferen be formed readily by meansof cutting tools, after
tial half-round recess 27 which cooperates. with which the three pieces are all permanently'se
the recess 14 to form amold cavity for the inner cured together.
'
'
'
ring 6, which is located near the top of the flower
The ?ask l is mounted on an end plate 39,
holder.
.
.
which may have a foot .40 for securing it to a’
In the faces 23 and 24 aligned grooves 28 and bench. The frame of the device also includes an
29 are formed, which have their greatest depth outer end plate 41, and these end plates are con
toward'the outer side or mouth of the mold cham~ nected by parallel guide bars 42, on which a cross—
her.’ The faces 23 and 24 have the same slight head 43 slides. This cross—head carries the core
taper as the substantially.‘ cylindrical faceslO and in a properly oriented position to enable the 501
9 of the core, and at their greatest depth the proper grooves to align to form the casting. The
grooves 28 and '29 have substantially the same core is movably mounted in the cross-head 43 and
depth as at the large endsof the grooves 18 and 1'7. is moved in and out, as desired, by any suitable
The ?ask is provided with the end face 30 means, such as a connecting rod 44, attached to
formed with a plurality of half-round grooves a crank 45 carried on a crank-shaft 46, having a
31, which would align with the corresponding crank or arm 4'7 for operating it. The end of the
grooves 20,’ cut in the end face of the core.
connecting rod 44 is attached directly to the core
‘Between the face 30 and the annular groove by an adjustable pin 48 received in a threaded
27 a plurality of tapered grooves 32 are formed socket 49 in the butt end of the core. On the butt
60 to cooperate with the tapered grooves 21 of the end of the core there is also provided a pusher 60
core to form the connecting bars 8. These grooves plate 59, the ends of which are offset outwardly
32 are preferably of U-s'hape cross-section (see and receive set screws 51, thetips of which engage
Fig. 8). In other words, the grooves 32 are formed a sleeve 52 secured to the cross-head 43 by bolts
in a conical face‘33 that has substantially the 43%. When the crank'4'7 is operated to. shove the
same conical taper as the conical nose 16 on the core into place, the core will advance, and‘ as it V65
inner end of the core.
‘
advances it will carry the cross-head with‘ it.
'When the core is in casting position within The forward end. of the sleeve 52 is formed into.
the ?ask, as illustrated in Figure 3, all of the an enlarged collar 53, the forward face 54 of
grooves formed inthe core and the ?ask cooperate which comes up against the forward face 55 of .the
70 to form molding cavities to cast the ?ower holder. . ?ask, and between these faces the gate 56 for the 70
In examining this ?gure, it will be’ evident that mold is formed. By adjusting the set screws 51,
the length of the converging bars 4"that are the relation of the faces 54 and 55 can be ad

located between the rings 5 and 6 or between
the base 3 of the ring 5 are formed by amol'dcavvity
In order to hold the core 2 in proper alignment
34 that is partly formed in the ?ask and partly to cooperate with the flask I, the sleeve 52 is pro
justed.

'

.

-

r
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vided withaiset‘ sc'rew'5'l, the tip of which runs, tionlofthemold originating at said shoulder and
in a guide slot 58 in'the adjacent face of the‘ core. increasing‘in'depth in an outward direction in
This slot may extend in from the-butt‘ end of the the‘outer moldicavity, a core having‘ an inner
core. -When the core‘ is being withdrawn to open portion withfa substantially cylindrical‘ face of
the mold, the core will‘slide back in the sleeve 52 relatively, small diameter and an‘ outer portion
until the end of the slot strikes the tip of ‘the set with‘a‘substantially‘cylindrical face of relatively

screw 57, after which the cross-head will be‘pulled larger‘diameter‘, and having an‘annular shoulder
back to open the mold completely.
‘
located between said last namedvsubstantially
The term “cylindrical” as used in this speci?ca cylindrical faces, said last'named annular shoulé
10 tion, is intended to mean a‘ surface of revolution

derhaving a circumferential recess formed there
generated by a line‘ or element rotating about‘ an in;l- saidscircumferential recesses, cooperating
axis,,regardless of whether the line or elementis when‘ the core is in position, to‘produce an annu
straight or curved in a ‘plane'radial to'the‘ axis‘ lar chamber 'to‘1 form the said ring, and said
of rotation.

'

i

I

‘

~

~

'*

1,0

aligned grooves cooperating to form ‘cavities for

,
1
. ‘
‘ While the speci?cation and drawing illustrate molding the said bars; >
my improvement as ‘applied to a‘ mold for forming
3. In amoldfor castingan article having a plu
articles of general» conical form, it is obvious that rality, of converging bars united by an interme
in accordancewith my invention, molds ‘can be‘ ' diateintegral, ring, the combination of a'?ask
formed for casting ?ower ‘holders of square or having , a mold cavityincluding ‘ an inner mold

‘polygonal form.‘

‘

Itis understood that the embodiment of the in
vention described herein, isonly one ‘of the many
embodiments this invention may take, and I do‘
not wish to be limited in the‘ practice of the in
vention,‘ nor in the claims, tothe particular em-‘

relatively larger diameter, said mold cavity hav
ing an annular circumferential shoulder between ‘

the said substantially, cylindrical faces, with a
recess formed therein, said‘substantially cylin
,‘What I claim isi> ‘
I
'
'
drical faces having a plurality of aligned tapered
1‘. In a mold for casting an article having a grooves cut therein in planes extending radially
plurality of converging bars united by an inter from the axis of the mold cavity‘, the grooves in
mediate integral ring, the combination of-a ?ask the inner mold cavity having their greatest depth having, a mold ‘cavity including an‘inner mold at the said shoulder, and the grooves in the outer
cavity of relatively small diameter having a sub portion Fof'the mold originating at ,said‘shoulder
stantially cylindrical face,v and, an outer mold and increasing in depth in an outward direction
cavity having a substantially cylindrical face‘ of in'the outer mold cavity, a‘core having an inner
relatively larger diameter, said mold cavity hav portion with a substantially cylindrical face of
ing an annular circumferential shoulder‘between lrelatively’small diameter‘ and an outer portion
bodiment set forth.

30

cavity‘ of relatively small diameter having a sub
stantially cylindrical face,.and an outer mold
cavityvhaving a substantially‘cylindrical face of

'

/

.

I

I

'~

'1

the said substantially"cylindrical facesy'with‘a

recess formed therein, said substantially cylindri
cal faces having a plurality of aligneditapered
40 grooves cut therein in planesv extending radially
from the axis of the mold cavity, the groovesin'

with a substantially cylindrical face of relatively, _

larger diameter,=and having an annular shoulder
‘located between said last named substantially
cylindrical faces, said last'named annular shoul 40'
der having 1a circumferential recess formed there

the inner mold‘cavity having their, greatest depth‘

in, I said

at the said shoulder, and the grooves-in the outer.
portion of the mold originating atisaid shoulder
andincreasing in depth in an outward direction
in the outer mold cavity, a core having an inner‘

when the core is in position, to produce an an

_ portion with asubstantially cylindrical face'of

circumferential ' recesses

cooperating

nular chamberto form the said ring, and said
aligned grooves cooperating to form cavities for
molding the said bars, ‘said mold cavity having

an‘innerend', face and said core having an inner
relatively small diameter and an outer‘ portion end face to substantially abut against the?rst
witha substantially cylindrical face of relatively named inner end face when the core is in place,
larger diameter, and having an annular shoulder said end faces havinglregistering grooves formed
located between said last named‘ substantially thereinv to form an‘end grid for the molded arti

cylindrical faces, said last named annular shoul

cle, ‘said mold having grooves‘ formed between

der having a circumferential recess formed there
the ?ask and the core to receive the cast metal
in, said circumferential recesses cooperating when to unite the grid‘ integrally with the bars cast in
the core is in position, to produce an annular the said tapering grooves.
chamber to form the said ring, and said aligned
4. In a mold for casting an article having a plu

grooves cooperating to form cavities for molding rality of converging bars united by an integral
the said bars.
ring, the combination of a ?ask having a stepped
2. In a mold for casting an article’ having a substantially cylindrical mold chamber, a sub
60 plurality of converging bars united by an inter ,stantially cylindrical stepped core to ?t into the
mediate integral ring, the combination of a ?ask mold chamber, said mold chamber having an an
having a mold cavity including an inner mold nular groove with a circumferential recess
cavity of relatively small diameter having a sub formed therein, said core having an annular
stantially cylindrical face, and an outer mold shoulder with a circumferential recess formed

cavity having a substantially cylindrical face of therein,» said recesses cooperating when the 65

relatively larger diameter, said mold cavity hav-' core is in position in the ?ask, to form a mold
ing an annular circumferential shoulder between cavity. for ‘casting the ring, said mold having

the said substantially cylindrical faces, with a mold cavities for said bars, said last named mold
cavities being formed partly in the wall of the
drical faces having a plurality of aligned tapered mold chamber and partly in the wall of the core,
grooves of substantially V-shaped cross section the portions of the last named grooves ‘located
cut therein in planes extending radially from the in the flask having a substantially U-shaped

recess formed therein, said substantially cylin

axis of the mold cavity, the grooves in the inner. cross section and the grooves formed in the said

mold cavity having their greatestrdepth at the core being of substantially U-shaped cross
said shoulder, and the grooves in the outer por section.
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5. In a mold for casting‘ anarticle having a greatest depth; at the ‘said shoulder, andthe

plurality of converging bars united by an inter

grooves in the outer portion ‘of, thegrnold originat

mediate integrallring, the combination of a flask ing at said shoulder and‘ increasing in depth in an
having a mold cavity including an inner mold outwardv direction in- thegouter mold cavity, a
cavity of relatively small diameter having a sub, core-having an inner portion with a substantially

5

stantially cylindrical face, and an outer mold cylindrical face of relatively small diameter and
cavity having-a substantially cylindrical face of an outer portion with a substantially cylindrical
relatively larger diameter, said mold cavity hav facev of relatively larger diameter, and having
ing an annular circumferential: shoulder between an {annular shoulder located between said last
the said substantially cylindrical faces, with a namedvsubstantially cylindrical faces, said last 10
recess formed therein, said substantially-cylin named annular shoulder having a_ circumferential
drical faces having a plurality of aligned tapered recess formed; therein, said circumferential
grooves cut therein in planes extending radially recesses cooperating when the core is in position,
from the axis of the mold cavity, the grooves in to produce an annular chamber to form the said
15 ' the inner mold cavity having'their» greatest depth, ring, and'said aligned grooves cooperating toform
at the said shoulder, and the, grooves in the outer cavities for molding the said bars, said core hav
ing aninner annular shoulder with a circum
ferential recess formed therein, and said flask
having an inner annular shoulder with a cir
cumferential recess formed therein, said, last-7 20
named circumferential recesses cooperating to
form a mold cavity forrforming an end ring on
the casting and intersecting the cavities in the
located between said ‘last named substantially. mold that form theconverging bars, said mold

portion. of. they mold originating at said shoulder
and increasinglin depth in an outward direction
in the outer mold cavity, a core‘ having an inner
portion with 'a substantially cylindrical face of
relatively small diametera'ndan outer portion
with a substantiallycylindrical face‘of relatively
larger diameter, andthaving an annular shoulder

25 cylindrical faces, ' said 7 last namedvv annular cavity and s'aid'core having inner end faces 25
shoulder having a circumferential recess formed formed therein cooperating to’form an annular

therein, said circumferential recesses cooperat— cavity for casting an end grid for the molded
ingv when the core is in position, to produce an article, said mold having grooves formed between
annular chamber-to form the said ring, and said the flask and the core to receive the cast metal
30 aligned grooves cooperating to form cavities for and communicating with the annular cavity that
molding the said barssaid core having an inner forms the said end‘ ring, to unite the grid in
annular shoulder with a circumferential-recess tegrally to the end ring.
formed therein, and. said ?ask having an'inner
annular shoulder with a‘ circumferential recess

'7. Ina mold for-casting an article having a
plurality of converging bars-united by an in

35 formed therein, saidrlast-named circumferential tegral end ring, the combination of a flask hav

35

recesses cooperating to form a mold cavity for ing a mold chamber: with‘ a substantially conical
forming an end ring; on the casting and inter end face and with an annular shoulderjextending
secting the cavities in the mold that form the aroundthemold chamber at the outer portion of
converging bars.
¢
,
'
, >
_said end face, said shoulder having a circum

40

6; In a mold for casting an article having "a

pluralityof converging bars united'by an inter
mediate integral ring, the‘ combination of a flask
having a moldtcavity including an. inner mold
cavity of relatively small diameter having a sub
45 stantially cylindrical‘ face,,and an outer mold
cavity having a substantially cylindrical face of
relatively larger‘diameter, said mold cavity hav-v
ing an, annular circumferential‘ shoulder be
tween the said substantially cylindrical faces,

ferential recess formed therein, a core having a 40

substantially conical nose‘ at the end thereof and
having an annular shoulder adjacent said conical
nose, with a circumferential recess formed there

in to cooperate-with the ?rst-named recess to
form a cavity to cast the end ring,‘ the said
conical end face of the mold having grooves cut

therein tapering in depth and the said conical
nose of the core having grooves cut‘ therein ta

pering in depth in an opposite direction from

50 with a recess formed therein,'said substantiallyv the last-named grooves and registering with the

cylindrical faces having, a, plurality of aligned same to form cavities for forming grid bars, said
tapered grooves cut-therein ‘in planes extending last-named cavities communicating with said
1
1
radially from ‘the axis, of the mold cavity, the ring cavity.
' 1
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grooves in the‘inner mold cavity having‘ their

